English




Class 4: Autumn term 1 2017
Letters: formal and informal.
Instructional texts
Spelling, punctuation and grammar:
use of commas; synonyms; formal
vocabulary; semi-colons, colons,
dashes; bullet points; relative
clauses; hyphens

Science









Evaluating and disassembling games –
battery or mains?
Planning a game to use electrical circuits
Making a game using electrical circuits
and designing an aesthetically pleasing
design
Evaluating games and making
improvements.






Revising greetings and
introducing ourselves.
Learning a range of food
items
Using items in sentences
using connectives
Saying likes/dislikes

Listening
and
appraising
musical
tracks;
using range
of
instruments

Finding out about scientists involved in
discovery of electricity
Identifying parts of a circuit – drawing
circuit diagrams
Planning and carrying out an investigation
linked to different components in a circuit

Computing




Music

French






Be a Builder: This is a DT topic, linking with science.

DT


Maths Y5



E-safety lessons on
staying safe online, thinking about
who they are
talking to online.
Using Scratch to
make a two-player
game
Creating sprites,
creating multiple
variables for sprites
and using
conditional
statements.

PE
Children will have fitness
and team-building
sessions on Monday
afternoons.
Swimming will start in
September.
Multi-skills sessions
focusing on balance,
agility and co-ordination.

Maths Y6






Developing concentration,
focus and resilience.
Coping with feelings.

Numbers to ten million, negative
numbers
Factors, multiples and primes
Calculation: problems involving
addition, subtraction, multiplication
and division
Constructing 2D shapes and
investigating 3D shapes and their nets

RE: What does it mean to be a Muslim in
Britain today?



PSHE

Factors, multiples, primes and squares
Roman numerals, negative numbers
Addition and Subtraction methods
Investigating 3D shapes




Understanding there are different
groups of Muslims
The 5 pillars: what are they and how
are they practised?
Festival of Eid-ul-Adha
Mosques: what happens there; how
are they designed

PE Lessons will be on Monday afternoons (old clothes needed) and Thursday afternoons (until swimming begins.) Hair: tied up. Ear-rings: removed.

